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Dear Ian and Terry,
I’ve been meaning to write to you for some time now to thank you both for creating our wonderful
extension and decking. It is only sitting out on the deck enjoying the sunshine (yes sunshine!!) and
our new environment that has galvanised me into eventually writing to thank you.
It has been awkward to put into writing because there are several things I want to thank you and
your team for, I think the easiest way is for me to list these things;
Good, even excellent work at a fair price, consulting with us at each stage to achieve just what we
wanted, and well planned to get it right first time.
Working quickly, tidily and cleaning up after yourselves daily. Every single worker (yourselves, Gary,
Mick and Dave just to mention some) was easy going, pleasant and equable in character. All of this
made our lives remain bearable amid the upheaval of building around us.
You were good to your word, you didn’t leave us with work unfinished and your promises remained
good-e.g “to have someone working on site every day.” This way there was always progression and
we could see the end to our upheaval.
Overall we were extremely pleased with Premier Construction throughout our building work and
with the final result.
I enclose some photos so that you can see the final product after decoration and some garden work,
please use them in any way you wish. Your colleagues and yourselves must be proud of the standard
of work and results you achieve, but you must be slightly frustrated by not seeing the complete end
result, so may I invite anyone that has helped, to revisit us and come around for a beer or a cup of
tea sometime, and to see the end product of your hard work -just ring to arrange it.

Most sincerely
Many thanks;
David,Nicki and the rest of the family
Ps There is just one problem – now we have a big room teenagers keep having parties in it!

